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Leveraging Managed IT Services to Modernize IT Support

INTRODUCTION
T logy is increasingly at the heart of every business. The number of mission-critical systems, platforms and
applications within a typical organization continues to grow exponentially, putting an increased demand on the
information technology professionals who deploy and support them. This burden is particularly acute in small and
mid-size businesses (SMBs) with limited or no IT staff, but it also affects large corporations, whose IT organizations
must support a diverse set of geographically distributed users. In addition, IT organizations of any size not only have
to contend with their deployed technologies, but also understand the local, state and federal regulatory requirements
that apply to their particular business and industry.

Today’s IT organization is not only responsible for its traditional technology scope, including workstations, servers
and network resources, it is also increasingly tasked to support the organization’s business communications needs,
including voice, video and collaboration tools, while also ensuring broad adoption of these services. Furthermore,
as a company’s most important assets go digital, IT is often required to design, implement and defend the business’s
approach to information security. And regardless of the size of the organization, the IT department is almost always
asked to do ever more with an increasingly limited budget and staff.
%WEVIWYPXQER]-8SVKERM^EXMSRWEVIWXVYKKPMRKXSOIITYT*VSWX 7YPPMZERƉRHWXLEXPIEHMRKIHKISVKERM^EXMSRW
are addressing these challenges with the strategic use of managed IT services. Providers of managed IT services
can augment in-house IT staff, deliver specialized skillsets and automate repetitive or menial IT functions—freeing
up IT to focus on more business-critical issues and relieving line-of-business managers from having to worry about
technology at all.
This white paper will delve into the fundamental challenges facing IT organizations today and highlight some of the
ways managed IT services can minimize or even negate these common IT burdens.

THE IT STAFF’S DILEMMA
                
T 

        T     
the competing interests that demand the time of IT practitioners. At a high level, the mission of IT within an
organization, regardless of size or industry, is to deliver the appropriate technology resources to employees, with
the goal of driving business objectives and improving productivity. In service of this goal, the daily work of IT centers
on two areas of effort: support services and consultative or strategic services.

In most businesses, support services encompass much of the traditional duties of IT staff. Support efforts start with
the hardware and software, including requisition, purchasing and management of IT assets. It is the responsibility of
IT to ensure that all software licensing is in compliance, to smoothly handle hardware upgrades and refresh cycles,
and ensure that software is up to date. Support services also include the full range of end-user interactions, including
provisioning new users with the appropriate endpoint hardware (laptops, desk phones, etc.), software licenses and
application permissions. IT also spends much of its time responding to user issues, such as trouble tickets and access
requests. Finally, IT’s support role includes dealing with technology vendors and service providers to ensure that
network and application disruptions and downtime are kept to a minimum.
However, the most important role that an IT organization can provide to a business is also the one that is most
often overlooked: consultative and strategic services. The most successful IT professionals keep abreast of the latest
XIGLRSPSKMIWEWXLI]GSQIMRXSXLIQEVOIXERHEVIIEKIVXSƉRH[E]WXSETTP]XLIQXSWSPZIVIEP[SVPHFYWMRIWW
problems, implementing new marketing or growth initiatives, or making employees’ daily work easier and more
productive. In a consultant or strategic advisor role, an IT organization can transform from a cost center into a
department that has a positive impact on a business’s bottom line.
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Urtunately, and to the detriment of the company overall, in many organizations IT is limited to its support role.
Business decisions are often made without any input from in-house technology thought leaders, who are often too
busy propping up legacy technology to even think about how new tools could improve business outcomes. But, in
fact, these are often the people best positioned to champion and implement next-generation technology and enable
HMKMXEPXVERWJSVQEXMSR8LIGLEPPIRKIXLIRMWXSƉKYVISYXLS[XSIQTS[IV-8XSXEOIWYGLEPIEHIVWLMTVSPIŴ
[MXLSYXWEGVMƉGMRKXLIJSGYWSRHE]XSHE]STIVEXMSRWXLEXEPQSWXPMXIVEPP]OIITXLIPMKLXWSR

8SQSWXIJJIGXMZIP]JYPƉPPMXWKSEPWXSXLIFYWMRIWW-8RIIHWHMVIGXIRKEKIQIRXERHEGPIEVYRHIVWXERHMRKSJ
the current and growth objectives of the organization. Only by clearly understanding the needs of end users,
various business units and corporate goals can IT managers hope to deliver the right technology resources.

FILL IN THE GAPS: MODERNIZE YOUR IT SUPPORT
I     I! " #   $"%&' ( )*+&#&, -%"&"""  ',&, .,*
IT services. By outsourcing some or all of the support and maintenance tasks, companies are allowing IT
professionals to dedicate more time to strategic initiatives, explore new technologies and focus their energy
on better business outcomes.

The role of a managed IT service provider is to take a business’s existing IT infrastructure and essentially make
it better. Typically, a provider will start by doing a full inventory of a client’s network, hardware and software
assets. With a full view of the customer’s infrastructure, the provider develops a support plan to manage, maintain
and ultimately optimize it by applying industry best practices and sophisticated monitoring and management
XSSPW-REHHMXMSRXLIQEREKIH-8WIVZMGIWTVSZMHIV[MPP[SVO[MXLXLIGPMIRXXSHIƉRIIWGEPEXMSRTPERW-RGEWISJ
trouble, the provider can work with local IT resources or even contact hardware or software vendors directly
for optimized issue resolution.
To do this, managed IT services providers assemble teams of highly skilled IT professionals that are able to specialize
in a given area, such as data center management, IT infrastructure, software or security. These teams develop best
practices and a high level of automation to be able to deploy their services quickly and at scale. Contracting with
E QEREKIH -8 WIVZMGIW TVSZMHIV SJJIVW GYWXSQIVW EGGIWW XS WSQI SJ XLI QSWX UYEPMƉIH TVSJIWWMSREPW JSV E KMZIR
technology discipline.
At the heart of a managed IT service contract is both a technology toolset—including cloud-based monitoring,
management and security—and a set of best practices around using these tools to most effectively support the
customer’s IT environment. Along with a hardware and software inventory, the provider will identify any software
ERHSV[SVOƊS[WEPVIEH]MRYWIEXXLIGYWXSQIVWMXI-RGEWIW[LIVIXLII\MWXMRKXIGLRSPSK]MWMRGSQTEXMFPI[MXL
the service provider’s, the provider will work closely with the customer to rationalize infrastructure management
and determine the best path forward.
To be clear, relinquishing local management and maintenance of technology resources does not mean relinquishing
IT control. The business and its IT staff, not the managed services provider, set the terms of any managed IT services
IRKEKIQIRXERHHIƉRIXLIPIZIPSJGSRXVSPERHVIWTSRWMFMPMX]XLITVSZMHIVXEOIWJSVXLIGSQTER]ŶWMRJVEWXVYGXYVI
applications and data. Companies can outsource all their IT assets or only certain functions or systems, such as
RIX[SVOWIGYVMX]9PXMQEXIP]XLIGYWXSQIVHIƉRIWXLIVIPEXMSRWLMT[MXLXLITVSZMHIVERHVIXEMRWJYPPEHQMRMWXVEXMZI
functions and control.
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WHERE MANAGED IT SERVICES CAN HELP
/0123 4 567789:; <:2 8=>;38?>= 28@ A628;>22 :;= 3>B<;171CD E6;B381;2 3<:3 B:; A> 8FG019>= H83< F:;:C>= JK 2>098B>2L
Each of these functions represents not just a pain point for IT staff, they are all also obstacles to moving the IT staff
into strategic or consultative roles.

Infrastructure and Application Lifecycle Management MNONPQR SV WQXYZ[QW [NO NWW\]Q
responsibility for an organization’s entire hardware and software infrastructure, including end-user
workstations, corporate servers and the local and wide-area networks. Through automated processes
and management tools, managed IT service providers can ensure that an organization’s operating
systems and business software are always up to date, apply patches during off hours to minimize
productivity downtime, and provide proactive and continuous monitoring of all networked devices. In
addition, managed IT service providers can work closely with in-house IT staff to manage the business’s
technology inventory and coordinate hardware updates and replacements.

Data Protection MNONPQR ^N[_\` WQXYZ[QW PZYQ ^\WZOQWWQW NWW\XNO[Q abNa abQZX ]cWa Z]`cXaNOa
data—including intellectual property, ongoing work and private employee information—is securely
backed up and protected in an offsite location. Beyond moving data to the safety of cloud-based backup
sites, managed-backup service providers can often also function as an organization’s failover site in
the event of a disaster or disruption in business continuity. Re-creating an equivalent level of failover
ERH GSRXMRKIRG] STXMSRW [MXL MRLSYWI -8 VIWSYVGIW [SYPH VIUYMVI E WMKRMƉGERX GETMXEP MRZIWXQIRX
in redundant hardware, network bandwidth and even the physical space to host the equipment. By
supporting multiple customers, managed-backup services are designed to leverage economies of scale,
delivering secure backups and business continuity at a much lower cost.

Security dXcaQ[aZOP N [c]`NOefW aQ[bOcgcPe NWWQaW hXc] bN[_ZOP cX ZOaX\WZcOW XQi\ZXQW abQ RQRZ[NaQR
JSGYWSJER-8TVSJIWWMSREPERHSJXIREZIV]WTIGMƉGWOMPPWIX,MVMRKERHVIXEMRMRK-8WIGYVMX]WXEJJLEW
become a challenge for even large organizations. The situation is particularly dire for small and midsized businesses, where budget concerns often lead to the hiring of IT generalists. Managed-security
services let companies leverage highly skilled security experts to protect their data, applications and
networks. Managed providers stay on the cutting edge of emerging security threats and proactively
TYWLGSVVIGXMZIWSPYXMSRWSYXXSXLIGSVTSVEXIƉVI[EPPWYRHIVXLIMVQEREKIQIRX

24/7 Operations MNOe cXPNOZjNaZcOW X\O NXc\OR abQ [gc[_k QYQO Zh abQZX SV WaNhh lcX_ cOge R\XZOP
RSVQEPFYWMRIWWLSYVW1EREKIH-8WIVZMGIWSJJIVQSRMXSVMRKIZIRXRSXMƉGEXMSRWERHIZIRFVIEO
Ɖ\VIWSPYXMSRW*SVFYWMRIWWIW[LIVIXLI[SVORIZIVWXSTW-8WYTTSVXGERFIEYKQIRXIHXSQEXGL
New Technology Implementations mW OQl aQ[bOcgcPZQW Q]QXPQk [cX`cXNaQ SV `QXWcOOQg ]Ne Oca
be ready to evaluate, deploy or support them. Managed IT services, with their teams of continuously
trained experts, are well-positioned to quickly adopt and implement these new technologies. A managed
services team can roll out new network, application and server technologies for their customers, and
then collaborate with internal IT staff to determine a long-term management strategy for the new
technology.

6PDOO,76WDIƈQJ MNOe W]Ngg NOR ]ZRnWZjQR cXPNOZjNaZcOW bNYQ W]Ngg SV RQ`NXa]QOaWo ZO Wc]Q [NWQWk
employees perform IT functions as a secondary responsibility. In these companies, managed IT services
can serve as the business’s core IT organization, providing a full scope of IT solutions while freeing
up other employees to focus on the business. Managed services also help small businesses achieve
technology parity with larger competitors.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A MANAGED IT SERVICES PROVIDER
pqrs tus vwxqysxxsx tusz xw{{|}t~ ys  xs} qs {}| qs}x y }z xqyqytz x xwu~ qt qx qywvsyt |y
SVKERM^EXMSRWXSHIƉRIXLIMVWTIGMƉGVIUYMVIQIRXWERHWIIOSYXTVSZMHIVWXLEXEPMKRGPSWIP][MXLXLSWIRIIHW*SV
example, it is important for a prospective customer of managed IT services to understand their company’s own
strengths and weaknesses in terms of IT management and support, and seek out a provider who will bolster their
own efforts. Similarly, cost-conscious small businesses might make a predictable budget the top priority, but other
FYWMRIWWIWQMKLXKMZIQSVI[IMKLXXSGYWXSQM^IHWSPYXMSRW;LMPIXLIVIEVIER]RYQFIVSJWTIGMƉGJEGXSVWXLEXE
FYWMRIWWGSYPHMRGPYHI[LIRIZEPYEXMRKQEREKIH-8WIVZMGITVSZMHIVW*VSWX 7YPPMZERLEWMHIRXMƉIHWM\GVMXIVMEXS
ensure a successful engagement.

Technology Alignment           
need to hew very closely to the solutions deployed by the business. To achieve success in a managed
IT services engagement, a provider must have on-staff experts to support a customer’s technology
better than the customer can do. A strong technology alignment between the business and provider
will accelerate the management transition, foster the implementation of best practices and minimize
any additional IT investments the customer may have to make.
9HQGRU$IƈOLDWLRQV&HUWLƈFDWLRQV    ¡     ¢ £ 
than the ones that come from the leading technology vendors themselves. A managed IT services
provider should be able to prove that it is current by its active involvement in vendor technology
partnership programs. In addition, strong managed IT providers not only maintain their technology
GIVXMƉGEXMSRFYXEPWSJSWXIVSRKSMRKXVEMRMRKERHGIVXMƉGEXMSRTVSKVEQWXSIRWYVIXLEXXLIMVXIEQWGER
most effectively support their customers’ infrastructure and application needs.
Breadth of IT Services ¤ ¥    ¦ ¡¥ ¥ 
the entire range of service offerings available. Given that most organizations rely on a number of
technology solutions to support their business operations, narrowing the focus to one technology
or managed offering can negate future synergies between overworked IT staff and managed services
teams. Maintaining relationships with multiple providers, each serving a single technology, can also
create more work for the IT staff. Conversely, a single relationship with a managed IT service provider
that can handle multiple IT functions will simplify management and provide a more holistic experience.
Flexibility us §s¨qvqqtz t| wxt|q©s  ys xs} qsx x|wtq|y t| sst x{sq vwxqysxx yssx~
as well as adjust services as those needs change, is imperative when choosing a partner. Technology
and businesses are evolving, and the relationship between an organization and a managed IT services
TVSZMHIVRIIHWXSVIƊIGXXLEX

Flexible Cost Structures         ¡¥¦  
XLI[E]WXLI][ERXXSTE]JSVXLIQ*PI\MFPIGSWXWXVYGXYVIWMRGPYHMRKƊEXVEXIWYFWGVMTXMSRFEWIHERH
per-user models, are an important consideration, allowing organizations to consume services in the
way that best suits them. For example, businesses with seasonal spikes in demand may opt for per-user
pricing to align with the surge of temporary workers, while organizations with a more static workforce
might be better off with a predictable pricing structure.

Stability/Track Record ª           
business transaction; it’s a long-term relationship undertaken by both the organization and the provider,
[MXLXLIWLEVIHKSEPSJHIPMZIVMRKQSVIIJƉGMIRXQEREKIQIRXERHQEMRXIRERGI%WWYGLMXMWTEVXMGYPEVP]
important to consider the viability of the provider. Providers with a proven track record of success, and
ELMWXSV]SJFSXLƉRERGMEPERHQEREKIQIRXWXEFMPMX]WLSYPHVMWIXSXLIXSTMRXLIIZEPYEXMSRTVSGIWW
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CALL TO ACTION
«¬®¯°±®²°³¯´ ³µ ®¶¶ ´°±·´ ®¬· ¸·®¹°¶º ¬·¶°®¯² ³¯ ²·»¸¯³¶³º ²³ ¼®°¯²®°¯ ®¯½ ¬³¾ ²¸·°¬ ¿À´°¯·´´Á ÂÀ²²°¯ ® ´°¯°Ã»®¯²
burden on their IT staffs to support, maintain and protect those technology assets. Managed IT service providers are
VIEH][MPPMRKERHEFPIXSEYKQIRXPSGEP-8WXEJƉRKF]VIQSZMRKXLISJXIRQIRMEPWYTTSVXSTIVEXMSRWJVSQXLIMVHEMP]
work, as well as ensuring that a business’s infrastructure is reliable, secure and resilient. Choosing the right managed
services partner—one that closely aligns with the business—can have a profound impact on the IT organization,
enabling it to focus on strategic efforts: providing thought leadership, leveraging technical knowledge to improve
FYWMRIWW[SVOƊS[ERHIQTPS]IITVSHYGXMZMX]ERHTSWMXMZIP]MQTEGXMRKXLISVKERM^EXMSRŶWJYXYVIKVS[XL

ABOUT TPX COMMUNICATIONS
ÄÅÆ Ç³¼¼À¯°»®²°³¯´ °´ ® ¯·¾ È°¯½ ³µ ¼®¯®·½ ´·¬¹°»·´ Â¬³¹°½·¬ É ²¸· Â¬·¼°·¬ ¯®²°³¯®¶ ¼®¯®·½ ´·¬¹°»·´ »®¬¬°·¬Ê
84\MWVIHIƉRMRKXLI[E]IRXIVTVMWIWKVS[GSQTIXIERHGSQQYRMGEXI84\ŶW9RMƉIH'SQQYRMGEXMSRW1EREKIH-8
services, continuity and connectivity solutions all work together to “reach a higher state of connectedness” – with
customers, employees, clients, suppliers, locations, applications and more. We can provide guaranteed performance
wherever there’s a broadband connection, erasing the limitations of geography, incumbent providers and capital
I\TIRHMXYVI,IEHUYEVXIVIHMR0SW%RKIPIW[MXLQENSVPSGEXMSRWEGVSWWXLIGSYRXV]84\LEWHIPMZIVIHQSVIXLERc
15 years of consecutive quarter-over-quarter growth, driven by a DNA of obsessive customer service and word-ofmouth referral. For more information, go to www.tpx.com
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